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QUESTION 1

Identify the correct properties of a partial mesh VPN deployment: 

A. VPN tunnels interconnect between every single location. 

B. VPN tunnels are not configured between every single location. 

C. Some locations are reached via a hub location. 

D. There are no hub locations in a partial mesh. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following cannot be used in conjunction with the endpoint compliance check? 

A. HTTP Challenge Redirect to a Secure Channel (HTTPS) in the Authentication Settings. 

B. Any form of firewall policy authentication. 

C. WAN optimization. 

D. Traffic shaping. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Shown below is a section of output from the debug command diag ip arp list. 

index=2 ifname=port1 172.20.187.150 00:09:0f:69:03:7e state=00000004 use=4589 confirm=4589 update=2422 ref=1 

In the output provided, which of the following best describes the IP address 172.20.187.150? 

A. It is the primary IP address of the port1 interface. 

B. It is one of the secondary IP addresses of the port1 interface. 

C. It is the IP address of another network device located in the same LAN segment as the FortiGate unit\\'s port1
interface. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator configures a VPN and selects the Enable IPSec Interface Mode option in the phase 1 settings. 
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Which of the following statements are correct regarding the IPSec VPN configuration? 

A. To complete the VPN configuration, the administrator must manually create a virtual IPSec interface in Web Config
under System > Network. 

B. The virtual IPSec interface is automatically created after the phase1 configuration. 

C. The IPSec policies must be placed at the top of the list. 

D. This VPN cannot be used as part of a hub and spoke topology. 

E. Routes were automatically created based on the address objects in the firewall policies. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which part of an email message exchange is NOT inspected by the POP3 and IMAP proxies? 

A. TCP connection 

B. File attachments 

C. Message headers 

D. Message body 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following describes the difference between the ban and quarantine actions? 

A. A ban action prevents future transactions using the same protocol which triggered the ban. A qarantine action blocks
all future transactions, regardless of the protocol. 

B. A ban action blocks the transaction. A quarantine action archives the data. 

C. A ban action has a finite duration. A quarantine action must be removed by an administrator. 

D. A ban action is used for known users. A quarantine action is used for unknown users. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Data Leak Prevention archiving gives the ability to store files and message data onto a FortiAnalyzer unit for which of
the following types of network traffic? (Select all that apply.) 

A. SNMP 
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B. IPSec 

C. SMTP 

D. POP3 

E. HTTP 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 8

Select the answer that describes what the CLI command diag debug authd fsso list is used for. 

A. Monitors communications between the FSSO Collector Agent and FortiGate unit. 

B. Displays which users are currently logged on using FSSO. 

C. Displays a listing of all connected FSSO Collector Agents. 

D. Lists all DC Agents installed on all Domain Controllers. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

In HA, what is the effect of the Disconnect Cluster Member command as given in the Exhibit. 

A. The HA mode changes to standalone. 

B. Port3 is configured with an IP address for management access. 

C. The Firewall rules are purged on the disconnected unit. 

D. All other interface IP settings are maintained. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10
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Which of the following statements is correct regarding the NAC Quarantine feature? 

A. With NAC quarantine, files can be quarantined not only as a result of antivirus scanning, but also for other forms of
content inspection such as IPS and DLP. 

B. NAC quarantine does a client check on workstations before they are permitted to have administrative access to
FortiGate. 

C. NAC quarantine allows administrators to isolate clients whose network activity poses a security risk. 

D. If you chose the quarantine action, you must decide whether the quarantine type is NAC quarantine or File
quarantine. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following DLP actions will always be performed if it is selected? 

A. Archive 

B. Quarantine Interface 

C. Ban Sender 

D. Block 

E. None 

F. Ban 

G. Quarantine IP Address 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

The following ban list entry is displayed through the CLI. 

get user ban list id cause src-ip-addr dst-ip-addr expires created 531 protect_client 10.177.0.21 207.1.17.1 indefinite
Wed Dec 24 :21:33 2008 Based on this command output, which of the following statements is correct? 

A. The administrator has specified the Attack and Victim Address method for the quarantine. 

B. This diagnostic entry results from the administrator running the diag ips log test command. This command has no
effect on traffic. 

C. A DLP rule has been matched. 

D. An attack has been repeated more than once during the holddown period; the expiry time has been reset to
indefinite. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 13

A FortiGate unit is configured with multiple VDOMs. An administrative account on the device has been assigned a
Scope value of VDOM:root. 

Which of the following items would an administrator logging in using this account NOT be able to configure? 

A. Firewall addresses 

B. DHCP servers 

C. FortiGuard Distribution Network configuration 

D. PPTP VPN configuration 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

The diag sys session list command is executed in the CLI. The output of this command is shown in the exhibit. 
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Based on the output from this command, which of the following statements is correct? 

A. This is a UDP session. 

B. Traffic shaping is being applied to this session. 

C. This is an ICMP session. 

D. This traffic has been authenticated. 

E. This session matches a firewall policy with ID 5. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following statements is correct about how the FortiGate unit verifies username and password during user
authentication? 

A. If a remote server is included in a user group, it will be checked before local accounts. 

B. An administrator can define a local account for which the password must be verified by querying a remote server. 

C. If authentication fails with a local password, the FortiGate unit will query the authentication server if the local user is
configured with both a local password and an authentication server. 

D. The FortiGate unit will only attempt to authenticate against Active Directory if Fortinet Server Authentication
Extensions are installed and configured. 

Correct Answer: B 
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